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• All existing work has been done for the LoI and the DBD

• mostly at LLR (C. Clerc)


• Assumptions about requirements for cables and services (cooling) depend on information about 
sub-detector electronics that was available at that time


• For some sub-detectors (e.g. SIT) no information was available at all


• This work needs to be re-viewed

• major piece of work…
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Caveat



Beam Pipe Region



• Studies done at LLR/LAL and KEK in 2009

• Note from Anduze et al. (D*1156425) and Suetsugu (D*1156475)
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Beam Pipe Description in LoI/DBD

Constraint 4: this constraint may apply differently in the different sections of the 
tube. It is specially strong in the central part. We should make clear that the 
main trouble does not come from photon conversion but rather from multiple 
scattering and hadron interaction. To reconstruct a photon from a conversion pair 
may be hard but is feasible, understand a hadronic interaction and its products is 
a nightmare.
Anyway when trying to optimise the material, beryllium optimises at the same 
time radiation length and interaction length.  It  is  also a mechanically  sound 
material  (the modulus of elasticity is 4 times higher than for aluminium) but 
suffers  from the toxic  character  of  the beryllium oxide inducing problems of 
machining. Clearly a design for the beam pipe can not be considered without 
working with manufacturers. This being said the amount of material used in the 
beam pipe section in the detector has to be reduced to a minimum and most of 
the mechanical study will try to minimise the mass keeping the stability. 
A specific discussion has considered the opportunity to have cones pointing to 
the interaction or not. From the point of view of the production of background by 
conversions or interactions this is a second order effect. It is slightly better to be 
projective  in  view  of  the  fact  that  the  conversion  probability  in  an  angular 
domain is smaller when the material is concentrated. It is better to have 3 X0 in 
an  angle  α than  1  X0  in  3α.  The  real  problem is  to  know if  we  prefer  to 
concentrate the difficulties or to spread them. At the end the solution is dictated 
by the beamstrahlung background and its constraints on the shape.

Constraint 5: As the tube has a section changing with z, its impedance as seen 
by the beams changes inducing electromagnetic losses. This has been checked 
for the conical shape under consideration, as presented in the note by Yusuke 
Suetsugu [Technical Note for ILD beam pipe] where a heat load of 20W is reported. 
We have to care about getting this heat out.

Constraint  6:  We  have  to  ensure  that  the  vacuum obtained  in  the  tube  is 
adequate with the beam gas background. The only  reasonable place for  the 
pump is  just  before  the  beam calorimeter.  For  such  a  configuration  Yusuke 
Suetsugu has  shown that the vacuum obtained is very barely satisfactory. The 
conductance of this long tube with a small diameter far from the pump is poor. 
Some more study has to be done.

The design

Following these prescriptions a design of the tube has been obtained. It is shown 
in  the  figure  above,  in  its  environment  with  the  forward  structures  and  the 
tracking disks. Details of both ends of the main cone are shown below..

The global shape is the following:
a cylindrical part with a small radius,
a first cone opening the tube to avoid the pair background,
a second cylinder to join to the large cone,
the large cone pointing slightly beyond the interaction point,
a cupola closing the tube in front of the luminosity monitor,
a conical tube passing through the monitor centred on the outgoing beam,
a flange to connect to the rest of the beam tube.

Dimensions:
The dimensions given here are internal, the external ones are derived knowing 
the thickness at the different places.
Central cylinder:          R= 15  L=  80
First cone :                  R= 24  L= 150
Second cylindre:         R= 24  L = 230
Large cone:                R= 188.55   L = 2348.5
Spherical cupola      Centre= (2030, 0) R=400    
Fillet                         R= 50
The cone under the lumical is centred on the outgoing beam, it starts at (2430, 
17) and has for radius 56.

None of the cones is projective.
Note again that the overall structure is not symmetric in φ.

The mechanical studies

Mechanical studies of the structure have been done in static mode and for 
buckling. The material under consideration was beryllium everywhere with 
different thicknesses. The side of the flange was left free to slide along the axis.

Cupola: The form of the cupola has been chosen to minimise at the same time 
the displacement under the atmospheric pressure and the thickness of the 
material together with minimising the distance to the monitor. A cupola thickness 
of 2mm (6‰ X0) has been shown to be adequate.

Central region:  the inner cylinder has a radius of 15mm with a Be thickness of 

February 2 2009

Note on the beam tube for ILD

Marc Anduze, Henri Videau

LLR-École polytechnique

Matthieu Joré

LAL- Orsay

This note summarises part of the work done in the french integration group for a 

preliminary sketch of the ILD beam tube. This intends to support the writing of 

the LoI.

The constraints

The design of the beam tube obeys few constraints:

1. It does not interfere with the luminosity.

2. Its central part is small enough to optimise the measurement of the impact 

parameter and large enough not to interfere with the background. 

3. It complies with a crossing angle of 7 mrad.

4. It  is  as  light  as  possible  to  reduce  photon  conversion  and  hadron 

interactions, withstanding nevertheless the atmospheric pressure.

5. It has not to induce electromagnetic perturbations generating heat.

6. It has to be pumped down to an agreed upon level.

To fulfil the constraint 1 the tube is made conical in such a way that no electron 

used for luminosity (θ < 75 mrad, θ being the angle with respect to the outgoing 
beam) crosses the tube. As will be shown in the detailed structure, the cone is 

closed in front of the luminosity calorimeter by a thin cupola.

Constraint 2: To optimise the measurement of the impact parameter, the first 

layer of the vertex detector has to be as close as possible to the interaction 

point, but it has not to be spoiled totally by the background related to the beam-

strahlung (low P option). This provides a minimum radius and maximum length 

of  the  central  cylinder.  The  background  spreading  from  the  axis  with  z 

approximately like a square root, the cylinder and the cone have to be connected 

by a special piece.

Constraint 3: The axis of the detector is along the bissectrice of the incoming and 

outgoing  beam.  The  cone  will  be  centred  on  this  axis  but  large  enough  to 

accommodate the crossing angle. The luminosity calorimeter is centred on the 

outgoing beam as the beam calorimeter and the LHCAL do. Therefore from the 

cupola to the front of the beam calorimeter the tube, still in one piece, is centred 

around the outgoing beam. It is likely that this piece should be in aluminium. This 

means that the downstream part of the tube makes a 7 mrad angle with the 

cone, breaking the φ symmetry.



• 2mm Be (left) in the large cone, just stable enough to hold the vacuum.

• More advanced tapered design, 0.85 - 1.5mm, with re-inforcement rings (right). 

• Chosen for LoI/DBD.
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Mechanical Behaviour in Vacuum
0.5 mm. The first cone and second cylinder have a thickness of 0.75 mm. The 
delicate part is the big cone which has a strong tendency to buckle. Without 
reinforcements a thickness of 2mm at least is needed (3mm for aluminium). 

This structure is regarded as the reference beam tube design. The mechanical 
study has then been done with the following conditions:

- the weight of the tube has not been taken into account, the beryllium mass is 
6.01 kg for half of the tube,
- half of the tube has been simulated making use of the z symmetry. The tube is 
clamped in position at the interaction point level. At the level of the terminal 
flange the tube can slide in z but not in x-y.
The results are summarised in four plots: The first one shows the chosen mesh, 
the second the displacements, the 3rd the constraints (Von Mises) and the last 
one the behaviour under buckling.

We observe:
– a maximal displacement of 30µm. It is due to the deformation of the tube 

under  the atmospheric pressure in presence of the asymmetry due to the out 
of axis last part.

– Inner cylinder 0.5 mm
– first cone and region up to the first ring  0.75 mm
– between rings 1 and 2  0.85mm
– between rings 2 and 3  1mm
– between rings 3 and 4  1.3mm
– between the ring 4 and the cupola   1.5mm

With a mass of 4 Kg, this corresponds to a reduction of the material budget from 
the straight cone by a factor 1.5. The maximal Von-Mises constraints is 44 Mpa, 
the  buckling  security  factor  is  6.3  but  the  displacement  grows  to  44  µm. 
Intermediate supports needed anyway for handling the weight would reduce this. 
This is illustrated in the three following figures. The mesh remaining identical to 
the previous serie.

The thicknesses could be reduced further, the truncated cones appearing more 
like sails floating between the rings. It is much more difficult to simulate. The 
dominant  constraint  in  that  scheme is  that  the  free  end  of  the  tube  has  a 
tendency to move toward the centre. The pipe at the level of the flange should 
be blocked but this induces a strong constraint on the central tube.

The following plot shows the interaction probability in the pipe as described in 
MOKKA. The shape is almost identical to the model described in this note, the 
central cylinder is 500µ thick, the first cone grows from 0.5mm to 1mm, the big 
cone is 2mm thick. The first large peak on the left is due to the pipe between 
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Cables Along Beam Pipe
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Beam Pipe 
I 
BP circumf  

38 cm        31 cm               24 cm 18 cm                  12 cm                           4.8 cm 

  
5 FTD + VXD 

VTX : 
CMOS 85 mm² 
 or FPCCD : 65mm² 

875 mm²  
Cu eq to 0,73mm  
5.1% X0  

119 cm        97 cm               75 cm 56 cm                  38 cm                           15 cm 
  
4 FTD + VXD 

  
1FTD + VXD 

  
3 FTD + VXD 

  
2FTD + VXD 

717 mm²  
Cu eq to 0,74 mm  
5.2% X0  
 

559 mm²  
Cu eq to 0,74 mm  
5.2% X0  
 

401 mm²  
Cu eq to 0,71mm  
5.% X0  
 

243 mm²  
Cu eq to 0,64mm  
Cu 
 4,5% X0  
 

Inner detectors (6) :  X0 along the beam pipe  

CMOS:4% X0  
 
FPCCD:2.9% X0 

 
 So, with actual data : about 5% of X0 all along the beam pipe. 

That means also 
¾  about 9 kg of material on each side  
¾  a minimum gap between FTD supports and beam pipe of 2 cm for path of all the cables…. 

 
 And SIT/ FTD1&2 services not included… 

 

C. Clerc, M. Joré 
2011
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Cables Along Beam Pipe (Status 2011)
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Pipe I 
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38 cm        31 cm               24 cm 18 cm                  12 cm                           4.8 cm 
119 cm        97 cm               75 cm 56 cm                  38 cm                           15 cm 

Inner detectors (6) :  X0 along the beam pipe  

 
BUT  ( again): 
SIT = 6,9 m² versus FTD ( µstrips)= 4,8 m² 
FTD 1&2 =0,67 m² per side  versus VTX = 0,17 m² per side 
 
We need to gain more than factor 2 ! 

Conductor  ( Cu >>> Al ?) 
+ 
Optimisation of the power distribution 
Study of the heating of the beam pipe 

C. Clerc, M. Joré 
2011



• Very preliminary studies 
done in 2012 (C. Clerc)


• Probably best routed along 
the inner field cage of the 
TPC


• No estimates about 
material yet

• maybe extrapolate from 

FTD…
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SIT Cables

SIT, two solutions 
 
 
1. Along the beampipe : they 

have to run on backside of 
FTD2 and 3 , then : 
• huge amount of material 

around BP 
• Material in front of the 

other FTD 
 
 

2. Run along the inner radius 
of TPC  
 

C.Clerc                                                                        ILD meeting, LAL                                                        12/04/2012 
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Vertex Detector

FCPPD ( from Y.Sugimoto) CMOS( from J.Baudot) 

The 2 designs are considered to be compatible for simulation in the inner part of the cryostat, 
But as FPCCD not pulse :  
  CO2 cooling foreseen ,  Titanium tube 2mm o.d. and 1.5mm i.d  
    + junction box  between the 2 first FTD 

Inner detectors (4) : vertex C. Clerc, M. Joré 
2011
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Old Simulation Configuration (transferred from MOKKA)

D. Jeans
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Old Simulation Configuration (transferred from MOKKA)

D. JeansD. Jeans



• Re-inforcement rings were not in the DBD simulation

• No need to go to aggressive design with reduced thickness if material for cables needs to be 

added

• Agreed on:

• Radii and positions unchanged

• Thickness of 2mm (Be) in large cone

• Add 0.7mm Cu for cables around large cone


• Implemented by Daniel Jeans in DD4HEP description of ILD
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New Design
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Old vs New (Daniel Jeans)

D. Jeans
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Old vs New (Daniel Jeans)

D. Jeans

Overlap 
 Problem?
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Old vs New (Daniel Jeans)

D. Jeans



Barrel/Endcap Transition Region
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Location of Patch Panels

 
What for : 
 

1) connectors for assembly/maintenance operations  : importance of their positions 

2) Optical conversion of signal ? 

3) DC/DC convertor ?? ( depend if already under 12 V as proposed by FTD ( only 33 % of the 

cables are for LV ( 12 V), the rest : HV for Si sensor polarization) 

4) Multiplexing of the power distribution in order to reduce the amount of cables along the 

TPC endplate ( less interference with TPC modules cabling, cooling) : but  in front of the 

Ecal endcap : is it better to distribute and average the 2600 mm² of Al on all the surface or 

to have +/6 12 ways out ( 215 mm² ) ( see design of TPC endplates : 12 modules in inner 

radius) 
 

 1St patchpanel : 
 
( section of 3 time the 
occupancy of the cables)   

C.Clerc                                                                        ILD meeting, LAL                                                        12/04/2012 

∅ Out 780 
∅ In 678 of the structural ring 
 
Ring of 5 cm enough for patchpanel 
but for convertors ?? 

C.Clerc                                                                        ILD meeting, LAL                                                        12/04/2012 

• Connection of Inner Detector

C. Clerc, 2012



• Connection to the outer detector

• maybe even active elements…
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Location of Patch Panels

From inner to outer : where to foresee patchpanels  ? 

C.Clerc                                                                        ILD meeting, LAL                                                        12/04/2012 

Proposition : 
Use the inner radius 
of the coil . 
 
For Hcal 
Ecal 
TPC 
 
 
Inner ? 

C.Clerc                                                                        ILD meeting, LAL                                                        12/04/2012 C. Clerc, 2012



• Services of

• Inner Detector

• TPC

• ECAL

• HCAL


• need to be routed out 
in gap between Barrel 
and Endcap Detector


• Study by C. Clerc

• 2010
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Barrel-Endcap Gap

C.Clerc                                                                        ILD integration meeting,CERN                  18/10/2010
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Services�section�vs way�out

Missing�:�TPC�cooling
Liquid�supply�line�=�5�mm�ID;�7�OD
Vapor return�=�8�mm�ID;�10�OD

Worse�case�:�path�(6),�103�cm²�

FACE�Z�
Cables Ecal�cooling

Way�in� Hcal TPC
Ecal�
Barrel

Ecal�
Endcaps

Water�
Barrel�
Water�
Endcaps Endcaps Total�cm²

1 100 0 100
2 0 10 30 7 0 47
3 100 0 100
4 0 10 30 7 0 47
5 100 0 100
6 0 10 30 7 42 14 103
7 100 0 100
8 0 10 30 7 28 14 89
9 100 0 100

10 0 10 30 7 14 14 75
11 100 0 100
12 0 10 30 7 28 14 89
13 100 0 100
14 0 10 30 7 0 47
15 100 0 100
16 0 10 30 7 0 47

Gap�:�Barrel�endcaps

C. Clerc, 2010



• „Trenches“ between AHCAL 
electronics


• Completely occupied by 
services (cables and cooling)

• TPC

• ECAL

• AHCAL
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Barrel-Endcap Gap

C.Clerc                                                                        ILD integration meeting,CERN                  18/10/2010

ETD
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A
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en

dc
ap

TPC

Hcal
Barrel

TPC�cables�=�10�cm²
Ecal Barrel�cables=�30�cm²
Ahcal Elec.�Board�(�7�cm)

Ecal cooling�(Endcaps)�=�14�cm²
Ecal Endcaps cables�=�7�cm²
Ecal cooling�(Barrel)�=�3*�14cm²
Mechanical�support

Hcal=�100�cm²��
8�ways

Gap�:�Barrel�endcaps

C. Clerc, 2010



• Detailed design of the AHCAL services has just been done:

21

AHCAL Services - Recent Updates

C.Clerc                                                                        ILD integration meeting,CERN                  18/10/2010
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AHCAL Services - Recent Updates
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AHCAL Services - Recent Updates

C.Clerc                                                                        ILD integration meeting,CERN                  18/10/2010
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Ecal cooling�(Endcaps)�=�14�cm²
Ecal Endcaps cables�=�7�cm²
Ecal cooling�(Barrel)�=�3*�14cm²
Mechanical�support

Hcal=�100�cm²��
8�ways

Gap�:�Barrel�endcaps

What is in 
DD4HEP?



• Has this been transferred to DD4HEP?
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MOKKA Description of Services

C.Clerc                                                                        ILD integration meeting,CERN                  18/10/2010

Barrel�services�:�dead�materials�

Z� Z+ Average
Cu�(mm) 0,82 0,74 0,78
Cu�X0 57,01% 51,41% 54,21%
PE 2,75 2,56 2,65

PE�X0 5,85% 5,44% 5,65%

12

•Support�SS�1.5�cm�thick
•Polyethylene
•Cu

In�the�16�ways�in�front�of�Hcal

In�MOKKA�!

C.Clerc                                                                        ILD integration meeting,CERN                  18/10/2010

Barrel�services�:�dead�materials�

13

•Polyethylene
•Cu

In�the�8�ways�in�front�of�Ecal stave�

In�MOKKA�!

Ecal front�part
Z� Z+ Average

Cu�(mm) 0,52 0,35 0,44
Cu�X0 36,34% 24,22% 30,28%
PE 1,24 0,83 1,04
PE�X0 2,65% 2,20% 2,43%

C. Clerc, 2010



• Can the gap between barrel 
and endcaps be reduced in 
Videau-Case?


• What about space for ETD?

• it is still in the CAD models
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Barrel-Endcap Gap

SDHcal : possible to reduce  the gap  by  few tens of mm 

Ahcal & SDHcal  services 
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L* and Anti-DID



• Detector Integrated Dipole field was invented by Andrei Seryi and 
Brett Parker to make the net magnetic field parallel to incoming 
beams

• polarisation tuning, reduce emittance growth due to synchrotron 

radiation

• Turned out that these problems were not as bad and could be 

corrected without DID

• Then proposed Anti-DID: make net magnetic field parallel to 

outgoing beam

• reduce background on BeamCal as low energetic charged 

background particles are guided to exit hole
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Anti-DID

Introduction Bhabha background Beamspectrum Summary

Treatment in new analysis

• BeamCal Reconstruction:
• Marlin processor: BeamCalClusterReco
• by Andre Sailer and Andrey Sapronov
• CLIC

! better ?
! fake’s

• 3 modes: averaged, parametrised, pregenerated

• pair background / overlay:
ILC, 500GeV, TDR beam parameters

Moritz Habermehl | BeamCal & Dark Matter | FCal WS Zeuthen | 20.10.2015 | 10/19
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Figure 13: 3D view of the anti-DID (version 1). 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 14: Dipolar field Bx = f(z) generated by the anti-DID (version 1).  

(Numbers on the vertical axis for Bx given are in T, labels on the horizontal axis for z 

are in mm). 

 

 

For integration reasons, the anti-DID is located within the same cryostat as the main 

solenoid, and benefits from the cryogenics of the main coil. It is located on the outside 

radius of the main solenoid, in the lower field region, which is favorable for the 

temperature margin of the superconductor. The anti-DID coils will be fixed on the 

mandrel of the solenoid. Details of the design are shown in Fig.15a and Fig. 15b. 

 



• The magnetic fields that determine the background 
distribution in the forward regions are complicated 
overlays:

• Detector solenoid (fringe) fields

• QD0 quadrupole (fringe) fields

• Anti-solenoid (fringe) fields

• Anti-DID (fringe) fields


• A detailed 3D model of all fields would be needed to do 
proper background simulations.


• This needs to be done anyhow for the new L* geometries

• collaboration with machine experts required

• probably hard to get in view of resources at machine 

groups…
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Forward Region Magnetic Fields
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FIG. 9. (Color) Vertical angle at the IP (top) and the beam size growth due to synchrotron radiation (bottom), versus strength of the
DID corrector, without antisolenoid (thick blue line), with the antisolenoid with parameters suggested in [1] (red line), and with the
antisolenoid optimized to reduce the SR effects (green dash-dotted line).
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y ! 0:034 nm; (ii) SiD with
antisolenoid (parameters from [1]) (red line), !!SR

y ! 0:83 nm; (iii) SiD with antisolenoid optimized to minimize SR effects (green
dash-dotted line), !!SR

y ! 0:33 nm. In the last two cases the IP angle is compensated by the DID, FD offsets, and BXMID without
introducing any linear or second order dispersion.

COMPENSATION OF THE EFFECTS OF A DETECTOR . . . Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 8, 041001 (2005)

041001-7

Parker, Seryi, PR STAB 8.041001

Seryi et al. SLAC-PUB-11662



• Technical realisation studied for TDR

• LC-DET-2012-81


• Conclusion: current field assumed in Mokka (2012) has 
no technical solution at this time. Need common effort 
between physics groups and magnet experts.


• Uwe Schneekloth will report on updates on this effort 
on Thursday!
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Realistic Anti-DID?

 17 

- In the second step, the complete magnetic configuration is taken into account: 
main solenoid at nominal field, yoke, and anti-DID, with the same currents as for 
the anti-DID alone. The horizontal magnetic field component obtained in shown 
in Fig 17. 

. 

 
Figure 17: Horizontal magnetic field Bx = f(z) of the anti-DID in the complete 

magnetic configuration (solenoid, yoke, anti-DID, in Version 2). (Numbers on the 
vertical axis for Bx given are in T, labels on the horizontal axis for z are in mm). 

 
 

As was to be expected, a positive effect of the yoke is to increase the magnetic 
field of the anti-DID by about 50 % (from 0.02 T to about 0.03 T). The position of the 
maximum Bx remains around 3 m, as required from detector simulations. However, 
the presence of the yoke deteriorates the field around the IP, and there is no longer any 
zero-field plateau in this region. 

Taking into account the increased complexity (from an engineering point of view) 
of this Version 2 of the anti-DID, and the fact that it does not reproduce accurately the 
field Bx as used in the detector simulations, points to the need for further iterations 
between physics requests and magnet design to find an acceptable compromise design 
for the anti-DID. 

6 Coil manufacturing and assembly 

6.1 Solenoid manufacturing 

The winding will be done using the inner winding technique, similarly to CMS [10], 
where the supporting external cylinders are used as external mandrels. These mandrels 
shall be machined and welded outside of the winding and assembly halls. They shall be 
built from aluminum plates in aluminum alloy 5083 to get the required 50-mm thickness. 
Each module flange shall be built from seamless rings using the ring rolling technique 
[11], to obtain the required uniformity of the mechanical properties in the module 
connection regions. Several shoulders shall be assembled on the mandrels and used to fix 
later during the assembly the tie rods and to support the anti-DID. The helium cooling 
circuit shall be assembled on the mandrel. The cooling circuit shall be designed to 
withstand both the deformation induced during the cool-down from room temperature to 
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explained the origin of the anti-DID field used in [A12]: The original design of B. Parker 
(cf. Figure A2) was used and adapted to ILD by O. Delferrière, see [A15]. Since the field 
in [A15] seemed a bit too strong for the 14 mrad crossing angle of ILC, R. Versteegen 
scaled the amplitudes of the anti-DID field – in order to have the field lines aligned to the 
beam extraction line up to the first quadrupole. The field obtained in this way is the one 
shown in the thesis [A12]. 
 
In a presentation to the ILD workshop 2012 at Kyushu University, Japan, A. Miyamoto 
presented background studies for ILD [A16]. He introduced the two possible field 
configurations (labelled “sub_detector” in Mokka), i.e. fieldX02 and fieldX03. According 
to information provided by A. Sailer [A17], fieldX02 corresponds to the magnetic fields 
as used for the LCD background studies (i.e. as in A. Vogel’s thesis [A9], with fieldvalue 
set to 1.0) – the field as implemented in Mokka in June 2012 is shown in Figure A4. On 
the other hand (again according to A. Sailer [A17]), fieldX03 uses a 2D solenoid field 
map and the same anti-DID field shape as fieldX02, but with fieldvalue set to 1.1.  
 
 

 

 
Figure A4: Anti-DID field strength Bx as used for ILD simulations. Values shown are as 

implemented in Mokka in June 2012 (information provided by A. Sailer [A17]). 
 
 
 
The fieldX03 was created by F. Gaede [A18], originally to correct for a deficiency found 
with fieldX02. In fact, the latter is found unphysical at larger radii, i.e. farther away from 
the beam pipe. This is not a problem when looking at background hits in the central 
region (e.g. the vertex detector), but was found to be relevant when studying pair 
background in the TPC. Therefore, F. Gaede created fieldX03 starting from a 2D field 
map, and following A. Vogel’s procedure of adjusting the anti-DID strength such that 
low-pT particles from the IP would follow the field lines into the outgoing beam pipe.  
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• The ILD model for services and cables relies on studies that have been done for the DBD

• The assumptions need to be re-synchronised with the sub-detector collaborations progress on 

understanding their readout electronics

• Most crucial areas for the physics simulations are the beam pipe and the barrel/endcap transitions

• New model of beam pipe has been done by Daniel Jeans which takes into account a more 

conservative design of the beam pipe and cables for the inner detectors

• details about VTX, SIT and FTD-pixels still required


• A material description of the services and cables in the barrel/endcap transition region was in 
MOKKA

• needs to be checked whether it has been modelled correctly in DD4HEP


• Work on realistic Anti-DID magnetic field description is on-going

• field map for DD4HEP exists

• update on Thursday (talk by Uwe Schneekloth)
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Summary


